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51% of CPO’s (Chief Procurement Officers) felt current teams did not have the skills to
deliver the Procurement Strategy.
However, this has not translated into new vacancies opening up looking for different skill sets! In fact,
since 2017 there has been a slow decline of procurement vacancies in the UK (the only exception to
this being Biotech, where we have seen a rise in vacancies). So what is going on out there currently
and will Brexit bring a raft of new opportunity?

Primarily and traditionally, Procurement teams are expected to drive revenue generating innovation
and, in the majority of large pharmaceutical companies, these teams are no longer a purely
transactional function. In forward thinking organisations procurement teams are key to bridging
the gap between business and suppliers and through skills and capability, enable the strategies and
innovation to capture and drive these revenue generating ideas.
In fact, it could now be stated that Life Science companies influence top-line growth by focusing more time and energy
in deeper collaboration with suppliers and internal business partners as the ecosystem expands to support innovation.
However, would this be your “traditional procurement professional”? If 51% of CPO’s doubt the skills and capabilities of their
current teams, where is the skill deficit?
One core area is without doubt digital technology expertise. However, recent research demonstrates that companies are least
likely to use analytics in procurement, relative to other business areas; only 40 percent, versus 59 percent in finance, and 55
percent who use analytics in customer service. Providing procurement decision makers with advanced digital technologies
could facilitate significant new value and generate dramatic top-line growth.
An impasse to developing these skills in procurement teams could be due to current and accepted structures internally. The
Life Science industry is not renowned for being strategic enablers, more often we see the domino effect where a few very
dynamic businesses make fundamental changes and then the larger, less agile companies follow.
If procurement is to be truly more strategic, the majority of current organisations would need to undergo fairly rapid
restructuring. Outsourcing back-office activities, or merging them with other shared services centres could drive
standardisation and efficiency. There could be great lessons to learn from other industries such as financial services who
regularly outsource their middle office operations leaving a more nimble front leadership seam of top-talent and strategic
thinkers. This potentially critical layer could be hired from a variety of backgrounds. Consider an R&D procurement leader,
with a track record of innovation expertise as the former head of a CRO sitting on a Life Science company’s R&D leadership
team. This leader would be a strategic enabler to the business which is now supported by a team of procurement professionals
capable of delivering expert R&D supplier market intelligence and procurement skills.
If you could imagine a world where these key strategists could be functionally aligned to commercial, corporate, R&D along
with supply chain business areas, by internal business partnering and externally collaborating with key suppliers, more time
could be spent with better outcomes in strategies which foster innovation and growth. Using such open innovation models,
leading Life Science businesses could go globetrotting for new insights or ideas that could advance internal thinking.
We must therefore align procurement’s objectives with those of other business areas focusing on identifying and enabling
growth, innovation and cost reduction. In knowing this, you must analyse the skills and competencies needed and implement
a talent development program that embeds business partnering and strategy development expertise in each business area.
Crucial to success is the ability to define a digital procurement roadmap that leverages supplier analytics and collaboration
platforms. If you can then integrate key suppliers with a mutually beneficial value proposition into the business you could
see your internal infrastructure transform and the benefits that come with this. Ultimately, strategic and collaborative
procurement organisations are an urgent necessity for the Life Science industry because these organisations can connect a
business and its suppliers, and generate revenue from novel product ideas. Developing these skills, teams and departments
is a large job and on the backdrop of Brexit, the UK’s teams could have their own unique challenges as well.
Yvette Cleland
CEO | Clinical Professionals Ltd
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Anecdotally, GSK have already been reported to
have put in place contingency plans for their supply
chain and other businesses in the industry are also
alleged to have plans ready, depending on the
political outcome. Procurement has a critical part
to play in ensuring that shortages don’t happen and
the political fallout of medicines not being stocked
will mean that businesses will be expected to be
ready. Should we anticipate a wave of hiring once
the new arrangements are announced?
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However in terms of businesses capacity to
react, it is worth noting that in a recent survey of
Chief Procurement Officers by Deloitte, 51% of
leaders believe their current teams do not have
sufficient skills and capabilities to deliver on their
procurement strategy. Meanwhile, this need has
not translated into an increase in vacancies. Instead,
volumes of vacancies for procurement professionals
have held steady within the industry. Analysed
further, we see that procurement vacancies have
actually fallen as a percentage of all the roles
available since 2017. How will that change in the UK
and across the EU once the new arrangements take
shape?

Procurement Vacancies (2017-2018)

Percentage of vacancies

With the UK now about to leave the EU, the
pressure on procurement and supply chains is likely
to intensify shortly, as businesses re-organise to the
new paradigm. In research recently published by
Odesma, the political uncertainty has been resulting
in businesses reducing planning for a post Brexit
future, in part because up to now it has been so
unclear what we will end up with. However that is
unlikely to continue for much longer and it is likely
that once there is clarity, businesses will respond
accordingly.
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Analysis by Sector
Across all sectors within Life Sciences, organisations
are experiencing an unprecedented pace of change.
The result of IOT has been that a level of data has
been created that is unprecedented. For context,
in 2020 it is estimated there will be over five times
more data being made per day than in 2015.
A significant amount of the data being created
is through IOT devices, from trucks to packages,
increasingly all give off data, meaning businesses
can utilise it to optimise their procurement and
supply chain processes. As a result, operating
models are being evaluated, especially in light of
the ways data analytics can be used to optimise
processes and reduce overhead as a result.
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Vacancies in Clinical Research Organisa�ons, 2017 vs H1 2018
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Vacancies in Biotechnology, 2017 vs H1 2018

Within that paradigm it can be seen that it is within
the largest pharmaceutical companies that there is
the biggest drop in procurement, falling from 7.5%
of vacancies last year to 6.1% so far in 2018. Can this
be attributed to the rise of big data and analytics?
Will this trend continue into 2019 or will hiring for
procurement professionals accelerate once the
terms of Brexit are known?
In contrast within Biotechnology companies, the
percentage of procurement roles is on the rise,
increasing from 5.3% of all vacancies to 6.7%. While
the volumes in Biotech are still relatively small, is
this a sign of the sector scaling up?
Finally, perhaps unsurprisingly, procurement roles
make up a very small part of the mix in Clinical
Research Organisations, accounting for under 2%
of positions available, however there has been an
increase this year so far.
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Vacancies in Pharmaceu�cals, 2017 vs H1 2018
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Geographic Analysis
Given the German domestic pharmaceutical
industry employs approximately 112,500 people,
has revenues of over 38 Billion Euros and is also is a
top five location globally for production (along with
being the largest drug manufacturer in the EU) it is
perhaps no surprise that procurement jobs tend to
concentrate in the country. With that in mind we
see 20% of all procurement vacancies in Europe
manifesting in Germany. This percentage increases
even further when purely analysing EU countries.
The second largest EU market is the UK. Factor
more than 2,600 medicinal products in the EU are at
least partly manufactured in the UK, where 80% of
the ingredients come from outside of Europe. This
constitutes a real challenge post Brexit, given that
the UK will be treated as a third country, resulting in
duplicate batch testing in the EEA, where this may
even result in certain manufacturers reconsidering
EU-UK supply chains. For now the UK remains the
second largest market for procurement jobs within
Europe, where the UK is also seeing the volumes of
roles increasing significantly.
Switzerland may prove indicative in terms of the
future of the UK pharmaceuticals sector. Since
the 1990’s the country has benefited from mutual
recognition agreements with the EU, meaning Swiss
standards and inspection procedures are recognised
by the EU and don’t need to be repeated, resulting
in frictionless trade. At the same time, the country
has its own regulatory body, Swissmedic, where the
turnaround time is 11 months, one of the fastest
in the world. As a result, Swiss giants Roche and
Novartis are able to operate unfettered in terms of
their ability to manufacture and trade with the EU,
despite sitting outside it. In procurement terms,
this means that Switzerland is one of the leading
countries for new roles, accounting for 11% in 2018
so far.
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Procument jobs by country 2018
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Breakdown by Companies
Analysed by company, businesses worth watching in
terms of their hiring for procurement professionals
include Sanofi, Janssen and J&J, for quite different
reasons. In the case of J&J no pharmaceuticals
company had more procurement vacancies than
them in 2017, however this year so far, activity has
been much more muted, down 70% in terms of the
monthly average.
In contrast activity at Sanofi has been explosive,
with an increase of 341% year on year so far.
Interestingly they have also taken the lead in
organising stockpiling of medicines in the UK in the
event of a no deal. Janssen are another business
worth mentioning, with activity up 300% so far this
year.
Novartis are another company worth spotlighting, in
that overall they have consistently been the second
largest recruiter for procurement staff over the last
eighteen months, equally volumes have fallen this
year by 24%. Similarly volumes have also fallen at
Roche.
Other less known companies to appear in the top
twenty include Phoenix Pharmahandel, which is
the largest pharmaceutical wholesaler in Germany
and the second largest in Europe overall, where
activity there is up this year by 14.7%. Otherwise,
mostly the top twenty are constituted of the largest
pharmaceutical development companies.
As a final observation, what is interesting is the
variance between companies. Of the top ten
recruiters for procurement staff, half have seen
activity fall this year where with some, the change
in activity is dramatic. The question will be how this
changes further as the Brexit saga unfolds.
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Top 20 Companies 2017/2018
2017

2018

Johnson and Johnson Services Inc

312

48

Novar�s AG

243

93

Glaxosmithkline PLC

223

88

Bayer AG

182

94

Roche

156

75

Merck KGaA

143

36

Astrazeneca PLC

110

63

Merck and Co Inc

123

47

Novo Nordisk AS

94

40

Abbo� Laboratories Interna�onal Co

71

53

Sanoﬁ-Aven�s Groupe SA

34

75

Pﬁzer Inc

67

33

PHOENIX Pharmahandel AG and Co KG

61

35

Shire PLC

63

27

Janssen Pharmaceu�ca NV

23

47

Bristol-Myers Squibb Co

42

19

Pierre Fabre SA

34

20

Commonwealth Serum Laboratories Ltd

33

19

Biogen Idec Inc

24

20

3445

1670

Company

Grand Total
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About Vacancyso� Data
Every day Vacancyso� monitors careers centres
on thousands of company websites, and gathers
links where there is change. These links are then
categorised automa�cally, and in the case of
relevant content, by Vacancyso� staﬀ.

vacancyso�.com
clinicalprofessionals.co.uk

